Introduction to Data Packages 2.0
Analyzer Data Packages 2.0 provides a quick and easy way to convert data from Excel files and
inter-related relational database tables into multi-dimensional Analytics Cubes, all without using
any complicated development tools or needing to know any special languages. Completed
Analytics Cubes then become the source for multi-dimensional data analysis. Users can build
reports using Analyzer’s easy-to-use report design front-end.
Once mastered, users can resolve any data analysis tasks at hand, dramatically increasing
productivity and quality and can finally replace those Excel reports often created by tediously
Copying and Pasting data from one period to the next.
Major Features of Data Packages 2.0
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Supports multiple data source mash-up - Consider the following scenario; The sales data is
stored in an ERP system that uses a SQL Server database. The sales budget is in an Excel file
and the detailed customer data resides in the cloud hosted by Salesforce. With Data Packages
2.0 you can integrate all of these data sources into one single Data Package. Users can select
different fields to use with the Lookup feature.
Data Consolidation - Two major uses of Data Consolidation – 1) Data cleansing - Often data
errors are made when entering the data depending on business rules, for example, one person
might enter “California” and another person may enter “CA” or “ca”. These three entries can
be interpreted by a database as three unique values. This example can be easily fixed using the
Data Consolidation feature. 2) Creating buckets to group data. Users can create consolidation
groups like West Coast or East Coast regions from states, for example.
Data Discretize. Two major uses of Data Discretize – 1) Provides a way to turn various values
or facts into meaningful groups. For example, customers’ revenue or employee count could be
divided into Small, Medium, and Large groups. Another example could be to divide patient’s
ages into different range groups, for example, 25-35, 35-50, etc. 2) Data Discretize can also be
applied to time calculations. It can automatically calculate the difference between two date
intervals and automatically create groups based on time differences. One example could be to
manage or analyze inventory ages or Accounts Receivable ages. Data Discretize can
automatically compute the dates and update the groups accordingly.
Date-time Settings. Analysis based on date is often very different from industry to industry or
from company to company. Finance reports will likely use Fiscal periods instead of Calendar
periods. Retail, manufacturing and other industries will sometimes use a 4-4-5, 5-4-4 or 4-5-4
calendar. The Data Packages 2.0 Date-time feature allows user to adapt to different types of
calendar requirements.
Financial Reporting. Often, different accounting reports require different aggregation types.
For example, a balance sheet would require a Last Child aggregation so that the balance for
FY2015 Cash and Cash Items account is the same as the Q4 FY2015 closing period balance
and not the sum of every quarter in FY2015. On the other hand, an income statement account
will use SUM to aggregate values across time. Analyzer Data Packages 2.0 easily supports
configurable options for these situations.

In addition to the five listed above, the Data Packages 2.0 also includes many additional flexible
features as explained below.
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1.1 Using Data Packages 2.0
Click My Data Packages 2.0 under the Recombinant Analysis section of the home page.
Note: The Data Packages feature is only available with the Data Packages key
installed. Users also need to be a member of the Report Designer role.

First time users would only see a toolbar.

Icon

Description
Return to home page
Create a new data package
Refresh current screen
Delete selected data packages
Data package scheduling
Data package security
Data package settings

1.2 Create a new Data Package
Click the New Data Package icon on the toolbar to create a new Data Package. There are 5 main
steps to configure a Data Package:
1.
2.

Choose a data source type for the source data, for example – Excel file, SQL Server database,
or Google Sheets, etc.
Select data from the data source, for example, selecting a table or tables from a SQL Server
database or a worksheet from an Excel file.
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3.

4.
5.

Pick a primary table for analysis. If more than one table is selected from the database or more
than one data sheet is selected from an Excel file, the user will be asked to identify one of the
tables or sheets to be the primary table. This is the table that contains the facts or measures
to be analyzed, (for example Sales Amount).
Load data and configure various settings (to be explained in detail below).
Save and process the Data Package.

1.2.1 Select a Data Source
When building a new Data Package, the system will display a Connect Data dialog box to let the
user choose a starting data source type to connect to the target data. Current available data
source types include:
1. File type – Microsoft Excel files and Microsoft Access files.
2. Database – Relational databases such as Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle, MySQL, etc.
3. Web Services – Cloud applications such as Salesforce.com, QuickBooks Online, etc.
4. Templates – Provides Data Packages and report templates for cloud applications (Available in
next version).
The flexible Data Source design template in Data Packages 2.0 will easily allow additional data
connectors to be added in future updates.

In the below example, we will use an Excel file with three data sheets for Food Court Sales. The
data sample includes Store Sales, Menu Items and Location data. The Store Sales worksheet
contains daily sales details. This will become our Primary Table.
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Store Sales Data Sheet

Menu Items Data Sheet

Location Data Sheet

Under File, Select Microsoft Excel and then Click the Next button. The Upload File dialog is now
displayed. Click the Add File button to select the Excel file to be uploaded then click the Upload
button to upload the file.
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After upload has completed, the Database Navigator is now displayed. This will have all the data
sheets in the uploaded Excel file. You can preview each sheet by clicking on the sheet name.
In this example please select all three data sheets and click the Load button.

Since multiple sheets will be used, the user will be prompted to select a sheet as the Primary
Table. A Primary Table usually contains the measure values that we want to analyze. In this
example, please select the Store Sales Sheet as the Primary Table then click the Load button again.
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During loading we can see the progress in the Load Data dialog box. Click OK after completion to
enter the Data Packages Editor screen.
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1.2.2 Data Packages Editor
The Data Packages Editor provides users many ways to customize imported data as well as
operations such as saving, closing or modifying a Data Package’s properties. Many of these
features can be found on the toolbars.

At the bottom of the Data Packages Editor there are three tabs – Fact View, Entities, and Analytic
Model.
Fact View – Choose and manage fields in the Primary Table to be used for analysis. This includes
Lookup, Consolidate, Date-Time, Settings and many more.
Entities – Add or remove data sources from the Data Package and specify how data is to be
updated.
Analytic Model – Preview the Data Package cube structure – Attributes and Measures and
Calculated Measures. Future updates will also include Named Sets and KPIs.
1.2.3 Fact View
Most of the Data Package settings can be found in the Fact View section. The screen is divided
into left and right panels. The left panel shows a preview of the Fact table. Setting changes will be
reflected in this table immediately. The panel on the right shows the Fact View attribute and
measure field names. After selecting the Primary table initially, all fields from the Primary Table are
displayed in this panel. Users can right-click on each of the fields to remove, hide, or select
additional commands to be executed.
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Hide Columns
Users can hide fields that they do not want to be included in the Analytic Model. These fields will
be inaccessible for data analysis later. All hidden fields are stored in the Staging table. Users can
choose to revert a hidden status at any time by right-clicking and selecting - Show Hidden
Columns.

Remove Columns
The Remove Columns function removes a field from the Fact View. Removed fields can only be
added back to Fact View through Entities. Normally it is not required to remove a field but there
are times when a field is removed in the source database or in the Excel file so to ensure proper
processing the field will need to be removed. If a changed field is already a part of a Fact View,
then the field will first need to be removed from the Fact View before removing it from the
Entities. Please note that to ensure proper functioning of the Data Package, do not remove fields
that are being referenced by other fields.
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Attributes and Attribute Settings
Attributes are automatically identified from the data, selecting non-value data types (text, date,
varchar, etc.). Attributes are used for filtering or categorizing data as seen in the example below
where Product, Store, Location, and POS Date are attributes to categorize and to filter Sales
Amount and other measure values.

Attribute setting can be accessed by right-click on any of the attributes then selecting Attribute
Settings.
Name - Name of the attribute.
Key Column - Set attribute’s sorting rule by selecting the key column for ordering.
Name Column - Set names to use for the attribute members. Normally this is not changed.
Attribute Type – The attribute type default is Regular. Normally there is no need to change it. The
primary exception is when setting up semi-additive measures by account type.
Display Folder – Specify the name of the Display Folder to store the attribute.
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Measure and Measure Settings
Measures are automatically identified in the data with value data types (integer, float, etc.).
Measures are the values in a Pivot Table as seen here as Sales Quantity and Sales Amount
measures.

Right-clicking on any measure opens the Measure Settings dialog box.
Name - Name of the measure. This is often changed to make the measure more easily identified by
the user.
Display Folder – Enter the name of the Display Folder to organize the measures.
Aggregation – Set type of aggregation to be used with this measure. This can be Sum, Min, Max,
Count or DistinctCount for example.
Format String – Set how the measure will be displayed, for example to set the number of decimal
points to display.
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Lookup Columns
When the Data Package is initially created, only the Primary Table is displayed in the Fact View.
Users can use the Lookup Columns function to add related columns from other tables or sheets.
For example, if a user would like to see Store Manager, State, and City columns from Location
Data Sheet based on the Store Location column in the Primary table, simply right-click on the
Store Location attribute and select Lookup Columns.

Other settings in Lookup Columns
Destination Entity – Select the entity of the lookup column.
Destination Columns – Select the column in the Destination to match.
Lookup Columns – Select the columns.
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Result of executing Lookup Columns - Store Manager, State, Country and City columns are now
added to the Fact View tables as attributes.

Consolidate
The Consolidate function can be used to consolidate different values together to correct data
input errors or to create different groups. Right-click on an attribute to access the Consolidate
function.

Sometimes incorrect values are entered into a database due to mistakes or imprecise business
rules, for example, the Store Location of state could be entered as “CA” or “California”. In order to
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consolidate these two different values into one consistent value, a user can use the Consolidate
feature to set “California” to “CA”.

Another use of the Consolidate function is to create custom groups of items, for example, to
group related states into a region. In the example below, you can duplicate the State attribute. The
original State attribute is untouched and the duplicated State attribute is renamed, “Region”.

Then, use the Consolidate function to assign individual states into different regions.
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The results can be seen in the Fact View table.

After processing, the Region attribute can now be used in reports.

Discretize
Discretize is often used to create date or value attribute groups. For example, age might be
grouped into Teens, Adults, and Seniors, or Company size is often grouped into Small, Mid-Size, or
Large based on number of employees.
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Using the sample data as an example, first duplicate the Quantity attribute then change its name
to “Order Size”. Then choose Set Measure As Attribute from the shortcut menu to change it from
a Measure to Attribute.

Right-click on the new Order Size attribute and select Discretize.

The Discretize function will first display the minimum and maximum value of Order Size. The user
can then decide the range of groups to define, for example between 0-30 as Small Order, 30-100
as Medium Order, and any value greater than 100 as Large Order.

Results are shown in the Preview.
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Another use for Discretize is to calculate lapsed dates or times. For example, to calculate lapsed
overdue days in accounts receivable (Now – Due date), or to calculate inventory shelf-date (Now –
Date Stocked), or total time spent on a project (project end date – project start date).
Using the sample data as an example, first duplicate Due Date from the Fact View, and name it
Overdue Days.

The Discretize function treats Date data types differently than regular values. A user can select to
calculate lapsed days based on current day, another Date column or a Specified date.
Users can also define groups based on a range.

The Fact View now displays the Overdue Days column displaying the calculated defined ranges.
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Here is an example of a pivot table using the Overdue Days and Region attributes.

DateTime Settings
The DateTime Settings function is used to create hierarchies based on date and time. The
DateTime hierarchies can handle common date time calculations including growth and regression,
YTD, QTD, parallel period comparisons, prior period comparisons, and many more.
Users can set up different calendars for different reporting requirements, from a common fiscal
calendar to more industry specific Retail or Manufacturing calendars such as a 4-4-5, 4-5-4, or 54-4 calendar based on accounting periods.
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Calendar – General calendar type. By selecting this option, Analyzer will convert the POS Data
attribute, in this example, to Year, Quarter, Month, Weeks, and Day attributes. Hierarchies based
on Date are also created.

The Member Prefix field lets users add a prefix or postfix to member names, for example changing
2015 to CY2015.
After the Calendar is enabled on the POS Date attribute, the icon now turns into a calendar.

Checking the POS Date dimension on the Analytic Model sheet reveals additional date related
attributes now associated to the POS Date dimension.
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Reports based on time can now be build using these new attributes and hierarchies.

Fiscal – You can define a Fiscal calendar by setting the first month of the fiscal year, for example,
if the first month of the fiscal year is July then select July as the first month of the fiscal year.
The Member Prefix and Suffix can be used again if desired, for example, to change 2015 to FY
2015.

The Analytic Model sheet reveals the additional Fiscal Calendar attributes and hierarchies.
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An example of a pivot table using the newly created Fiscal attributes and hierarchy.

Accounting – The Configure Accounting dialog box can be used to define non-equally divided
periods like 4-4-5 (first two periods of a quarter are 4 weeks each, and the third period is 5 weeks).
In addition, users can set the first day of the week as defined by their accounting rules.

Checking the Analytics Model sheet reveals the 4-4-5 related attributes and hierarchies.
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Example of a pivot table using the 4-4-5 calendar. Notice the first two periods have 4 weeks in
each period and the final period has 5 weeks.

Set Key
Users can set a unique attribute in the Fact View as the Key Attribute, however if unsure, simply
let Analyzer generate the key field.
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Create New Hierarchy
Attributes with one-to-many relationship can be grouped into hierarchy for drilldown analysis.

To create a new hierarchy, first right-click an attribute in the Fact view and choose Create New
Hierarchy from the shortcut menu. Give the new hierarchy a name and then drag additional
members to the right to include as new levels in the hierarchy, then re-arrange the order as
necessary. If the hierarchy is based on geography data, then select the Geography hierarchy
checkbox so it can be used with our Intelligent Map component.

An example using a geography hierarchy in an Intelligent Map.
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Edit Member Properties
A member property is an attribute member’s properties, for example, for the Store Location
attribute member, [Irvine Spectrum], the store manager is [Mishna Jones] and the store is located
in the state of [CA], all these are member properties of [Irvine Spectrum].
One attribute member can have one-to-many relationships with other attribute members, for
example there can be a single Store Manager for multiple Store Locations.
Below is an example showing associated member properties for each of the Store Locations.

Member properties can be easily added to an attribute by right-clicking on an attribute and
selecting Edit Member Properties. In the Define Member Properties dialog simply select the items
to be included.
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New User Defined Columns
Advanced T-SQL and database knowledge is required to use this feature. Currently, this feature is
only available to users who are members of the System Administrator and Report Designer roles.
Please note that the User Defined Columns created cannot be part of calculations that include
other User Defined Columns, nor can they be used with the Consolidate or Discretize functions.
Inappropriate use may produce invalid Fact View and performance issues during cube processing.
Right-click on any attribute to select New User Defined Column to create a new column.
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Example below of a new User Defined Column called Order Status - If Quantity < 30 then set the
Order Status to display “OK” otherwise set it to display “Good”.

If the SQL statement entered is valid then a new Order Status attribute is shown in Fact View.

Processing the Data Package
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After the initial design or modification of the data package is complete, click the Process icon on
the toolbar to process the data package.

Create New Report
Once the data package is processed, click on the Create New Report icon to create a new report.

The left panel of the report design screen shows the dimensions, measures and attributes of the
new data package.
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Entities Management
What is an Entity?
An Entity is an object that connects to a target data source like one of the Excel data sheets, a
SQL Server table, an Oracle query, or a Salesforce.com Leads table.
The example below shows a Connection with three entities each associated to one of the Excel
data sheets in the same Excel file.

Each Data Package can have multiple connections to various data source types and each
connection can have multiple entities.
Click on an Entity to preview its data. The panel on the right shows all the fields available for this
Entity.
Fact Entity
There can be only one Fact Entity in a single Data Package. The Fact Entity is the transaction data
for analysis, which includes measures and attributes. The columns listed in the Fact View of a
newly created Data Package is always from the Fact Entity, all other entities are added to the Fact
View through Lookups. The Icon below indicates Store Sales as the Fact Entity for this Data
Package.
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To change the Fact Entity, right-click on an entity then select Set as Fact Entity to make it the new
Fact Entity.

Delete Entities
Any entity not used by the Fact View can be deleted at any time. If an entity is used by the Fact
View then it must be removed from the Fact View before it can be deleted.

Delete Columns
Any column within an entity can be deleted at any time if not being used in the Fact View,
otherwise it has to be removed from the Fact View first.

Import Entities
At any time, a user can import additional entities to a Data Package by clicking on the Import
Entities function on the toolbar. The following example replaces the Menu Item entity with one
that comes from a SQL Server database by first right-clicking on the Menu Item entity and
selecting Delete Entity.
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Next, click the Import Entities icon to select SQL Server as the data source type.

Now enter the SQL Server for the connection

Enter the authentication information
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Select the database tables, Menu Item, in this example

Click Load to import the data to the Data Package. The Entities sheet should now have the new
Menu Item entity displayed.

Now you can use the Lookup function to associate columns from the Menu Item table with the
Fact View.
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Refresh Settings
The Refresh Settings are used to keep entity data current. Each entity type has its own settings to
accommodate different types of data. To access the Refresh Settings dialog box, right click on an
entity and select Refresh Settings from the shortcut menu.
For relational data source types, the refresh settings are as follows:
No action – No refresh will be performed.
Replace current data in entity – This will replace all the data in the entity with new data.
Append new data to entity – Append data to entity.
A Search condition or Full Statement can be applied to limit the scope of data to be retrieved.

For a file data source type (Excel files), a refresh can be done in two ways.
The first method is to re-upload the file manually by selecting Upload Data from the contextual
menu.
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The second method, which is more automated, is to setup a default file and default path to the file
using Connection Settings. The system will go to the target location to look for updated data. Once
defined, a user would simply copy an updated file to the target location. Please note: The name of
the Excel worksheets must match the entity name they are updating.

Refresh Settings can be applied separately to each of the Entities based on Excel worksheets
Available options are:
No action – Do nothing.
Replace current data in entity – Replace entire data in current entity with new data.
Append new data to entity – Append new data to the existing entity.
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Perform refresh to test whether the settings are valid.

Scheduled Refresh Settings
Click the Data Package Scheduling icon on the toolbar to set scheduled time to process a Data
Package.

Configure desired process time then enable the schedule to have the Data Package re-process
based on a schedule.
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Data Packages Properties
Select the Properties icon on the toolbar to rename a Data Package.
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Save As
Select the Save-As icon on the toolbar to save the Data Package as a new object.

Delete Data Packages
Select Delete Data Package on the toolbar to delete a Data Package.

Copy/Paste Data Packages
Select Copy/Paste on the toolbar to copy and paste a Data Package.

Security Role Settings
Newly created Data Packages can only be used by its owner so to grant other users access to the
Data Package, select the Data Package Security icon on the toolbar and select user roles to grant
access to the Data Package.
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